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COMMENT

Potential for Takaful
The forthcoming conference on Takaful

It is interesting to note that almost 30%

As mentioned earlier, it is unlikely that

titled "Takaful: Promoting New

of the equity markets in developed

traditional techniques would yield the

Financial Opportunities" in London, it is

countries are owned by pension funds.

desired results. Association with large

hoped, would bring economic prosperity

These funds have duration of thirty to

affinity groups will have to be

to millions who aspire for a better

forty years and are an ideal source of

established. Investor education will be

living.

long term funds. In most of the

another source of business. As

developed countries pension funds have

individuals realize that Takaful products

been a source of much needed capital

form an integral part of their long term

on one hand and financial security in

financial planning, a whole set of new

old age on the other hand. It is essential

opportunities will open. It is up to us to

that Takaful products of this nature be

work towards creating those

developed. With changes in the social

opportunities.

Most of the heavily populated Muslim
countries have been unable to develop
capital markets and generate local
savings. This has led to significant short
term and long term borrowing putting
pressure on the balance of payments and

fabric there is a need to provide greater

fiscal policy.
The Muslim countries are bestowed
with immense resources in manpower.
The combined population of Indonesia,
Malaysia, Bangladesh, Pakistan, Iran,
Iraq and Egypt exceeds 700 million.
Can we honestly say that we have fully
utilized the financial potential of 700
milhon Muslims?
These would provide financial security

T h e Muslim countries are bestowed with
i m m e n s e resources in manpower.The combined
population of Indonesia, Malaysia, Bangladesh,
Pakistan, Iran, Iraq and Egypt exceeds 700
million. C a n w e honestly say that w e have fully
utilized the financial potential of 700 million
Muslims?

and investment services to policyholders
and generate capital. The company

financial stability within each

should first target an investment friendly

generation. Investor education will help

economy with significant population

the public to realize the importance of

and minimum regulation. The initial

retirement planning and generate a

capital should be sufficient to sustain

market of its own.

the marketing of Takaful products. It

Takaful products would have to be

compensation linked to the success of

should be noted that such products

imaginatively designed and marketed.

these plans. Selection of personnel will

usually have new business strain and

Traditional marketing methods are

also need to be aligned with the

therefore require significant capital.

unlikely to produce the desired results.

business plans with a lean and mean in

The mean duration of Takaful products

Current marketing techniques pay

operation.

will be much longer than that of

significant front-end commissions and

ordinary bank loans and will hence

hence adversely affect the long-term

provide a stable source of capital in the

returns to the policyholders. Latest

economies. I f properly managed,

technology combined with investor

Takaful Companies can generate

education will help to keep acquisition

substantial returns to its shareholders in

costs under control and make the

the long term.

products more marketable.
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Compensation practice for management
will have to be in line with modern
techniques like Economic Value Added.
This will require clearly defined short
term and long term Business Plans with

There are tremendous opportunities in
the Muslim world for us to avail. It is
rather ironic that such enormous
resources have not been tapped. It is
hoped that the London conference will
fill the gap that has existed for so long.

ISLAMIC FINANCE

Ethics in Financial Matters
Mr. Farhan

Khawaja

The need for inducting ethics in

autonomous was thought to be the only

available to human beings must always

financial matters is growing worldwide.

realistic attitude.

be put to optimum use, and no one has

The US President George W. Bush has
announced tough measures for a new
era of 'ethic and responsibility in
financial matters'. The former
Archbishop of Canterbury has taken on
a new role, teaching world Business
developing 'caring capitalism'.
It may be mentioned that Islam laid the
foundation of the ethical financial
system fourteen centuries ago. This
revolutionary concept was unknown

Islamic thinkers however, have always
regarded morality as paramount in all
areas of life. In less than three decades
it has been demonstrated that Islamic

the right to hoard them, to keep them
idle, to squander them, or to use them
to wanton display, be it the individual,
the community or the state.

banking can not only be operated on

Development is an essential

Islamic principles, but must be so, i f the

requirement and participation in

world is not to fall ever deeper into

economic activity is obligatory for

chaos.

everyone capable. Members of the
society must work hard and always

The Islamic financial system has its
own ethics and moral values. Based on

seek to produce the optimum, so as to
be able to participate in the process of

until then. At that time the world
financial system was nothing but
exploitive and there was no concept of
ethics in finance.
The western world has realized the
benefits of ethical financial system.
Only three decades ago when I
mentioned that we were going to setup
Islamic banking based on moral values,

Islam laid the foundation of the ethical financial
system fourteen centuries ago.This revolutionary
concept was unknown until then. A t that time
the world financial system w a s nothing but
exploitive and there w a s no concept of ethics in
finance.

most of the western bankers ridiculed
zakat (charity), thus contributing to the

the concept. They thought it was a

the Qur'an, it is a charter for the well

Utopian dream that would be thrown in

being of humanity. Islam propagates a

the dustbin of history. What ethics has

society based on social justice, equality,

to do with finance? They argued. Their

moderation and balanced relationships.

approach has been purely materialistic.

It is a system embodying eternal values,

Things however are changing. Recently

safeguarding the rights of the people

the west biggest banks pledged not to

and reminding them of their obligation

lend for project that were harmful to the

to themselves and society. It forbids all

environment in the developing

form of exploitation and honours

countries. Earlier the European

labour. It encourages men and women

Commission decided to press bankers

to earn their living by honest means and

to be more careful about financing

to spend their earnings in a rational

countries caught up in illegal trading.

way. To achieve an ideal society, it

Many in the west have been resigned
by the dogma that economics and
finance must be independent of
morality. To regard economics as

suitably rewarded for their labour.
Dr. Abbas Mirakhor, Executive
Director, International Monetary Fund
(IMF) and an eminent Islamic scholar,
in his paper titled "Hopes for the
Development of Islamic Banking"
published in New Horizon (July-August
2002) said "By early 1990s, it was clear
that an Islamic financial system was not
only theoretically viable, but had
desirable characteristics that rendered it

forbids dealing in interest, gambling,
pornography, alcohol, drugs, etc.
Forbidden also are business deals that
Islam considers abhorrent. A l l resources

New Horizon

welfare of others. The worker must be

superior to a debt-based conventional
system. The phenomenon growth of
Islamic finance during the decade of
1990s, demonstrated the empirical and

August - September 2003
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practical viability of the system.

ante interest rate];
Moreover, it was shown that not

theoretically viable."

Islamic financial system is theoretically

•

and analytically a viable financial

assuming a nominal fixed ex ante

Tribune graphically highlights growing
interest in ethical banking in the USA.

system. It is a system which is

positive interest rate, i.e., no debt

empirically workable as a whole and

contract, did not necessarily mean that

financially viable for each of its parts,

there would have to be zero return to

meaning Islamic banks and financial

capital;

institutions.

•

A survey in the International Herald

Writing under "When Ethics Meet
Earning" the paper says "Not long ago,
ethical investing was considered an

The basic proposition of Islamic

eccentricity or even a joke: No longer.

The challenge came from western

finance was that the return to capital

In the first three months of the year

analysts who suggested the folly of

would be determined ex post, and that

2003; U.S. investors took $13 billion

adopting such a system. Here, I

the magnitude of return to capital was

out of conventional stock mutual funds

summarize their arguments in six

determined on the basis of the return to

and put $185 million into funds with

propositions:

the economic activity in which the

assets deemed ethically or

funds were employed;

environmentally responsible. There are

1) That zero interest meant infinite

•

supply;

determined investment;

2) Such a system would be incapable

•

of equilibrating demand for and supply

return, and income, which determined

business, government, religion and

of loanable funds;
3) With zero interest rate there would
be no savings;
4) This meant no investment and no
growth;

It was that expected return which

more than 200 such funds. Most are

demand for loanable funds and zero

It was also the expected rate of

monetary policy since no instruments of
liquidity management could exist
without a fixed predetermined rate of
interest; and, finally,
6) This all meant that in countries
adopting such a system there would be
one way capital flight.

million in assets and four have more
than $1 billion. At a time of scandals in

savings. Therefore, there is no

journalism, its not hard to understand

justification for assuming that in such a

why people search for places to put

system there would be no savings and

their money that are ethically pure - or

investment;

at least not ethically impure. And, as it

•

It was shown that in such a system

there would be positive growth;

5) In this system, there could be no

tiny but 18 have more than $100

turns out you can have your ethical
cake and eat it, too. The Domini Social
400 - stock index, which tracks the

•

That monetary policy in such a

performance of companies that pass a

system would function as in the

series of moral screens, returned an

conventional system, its efficiency

annual average of 9.64 percent for the

depending on the availability of

10 years ending April 30. The return of

instruments which could be designed to

the benchmark Standard & Poor's 500-

manage liquidity;

stock index over this period was almost

•

precisely the same: 9.64 percent.

Finally, it was shown that, in an

open-economy macroeconomic model

In Britain, £100 invested in the stocks

without an ex ante fixed interest, but

that make up FTSE4Good, an index of

research, using modern analytic

with returns to investment determined

'socially responsible' companies'

financial and economic theory, showed

ex post, there was no justification to

included in the FTSE 400 index, rose to

that:

assume that there would be a one-way

£319after 10 years. The same

capital flight.

investment in the Money Observer

designed without the need for an ex

Therefore, the system which prohibited

Index (that is companies excluded from

ante determined positive nominal fixed

a fixed ex ante interest rate and allowed

FTSE4GOOD) rose to £318.

interest rate. [In fact, it had been shown

the rate of return to capital to be

by western researchers that there was

Overall $13 billion is invested in U.S.

determined ex post, based on the

no satisfactory theory that could explain

public mutual funds that focus on

returns to the economic activity in

the existence of a positive nominal ex

socially responsible investing. That's

which the funds were employed, was

good about one-half of 1 percent of

4
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total mutual - funds assets.; but it

Research, based in Zurich, has worked

In my view, companies that make

understates the impact of this kind of

out a complicated rating system for

weapons that help people defend their

investing, since far more money

global corporation based on

countries are doing a good thing, not a

(though its impossible to say how

questionnaire that assesses 22 attributes,

bad thing. Also, I think that nuclear

much) is invested worldwide in

from corporate governance (which gets

power is a clean, efficient way to

privately managed socially responsible

a 5.4 percent weighting in the final

produce electricity that improves

accounts.
"More than 800 independent asset
managers identify themselves as
manager of socially responsible
portfolios for institutional investors and
high net worth individuals" according
to a recent article in Across The Board,
the magazine of the Conference Board.

score) to environmental management (3

people's lives and that gambling is a

percent) and employee satisfaction 1.2

legitimate means of entertainment for

percent). Companies getting the highest

adults. But that's just me. Other

marks include Novozymes AS, a

investors disagree: the Domini Social

Danish company that makes enzymes

Equity Fund has, at last count, $1.2

that make water cleaner; Intel Corp. a

billion in assets- up from just $69

U.S. company and Westpac Banking

million in 1995.

Corp. of Australia.

Another popular fund, Dreyfus Premier

And monitoring corporate ethical and

The Domini index has another

Third Century, which eliminates

environmental performance has become

approach. It automatically excludes

companies judged to have poor records

a growth industry.

companies that make alcohol, tobacco

on the environment and worker safety,

or firearms; that offer gambling or

has $565 million in assets."

But there is an enormous problem with
socially responsible investing: the

operate nuclear power plants, or that

It is gratifying to note that ethical

earn 2 percent or more of sales from

survey says. The criteria are all
exquisitely personal. How can an index
or mutual fund or a financial advisor
tells you what's moral and what's not?

values have found a place in the

military weapons. Analyst at Kinder,
Lydenberg Domini Co., which complies
the index, also bumps companies with
poor records in the "environment,

Different people have different notions.

diversity, employee relations and

For example an organization called Sam

product."

international financial system.
The views expressed in this article are
not necessary those of the publisher

or
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Islamic Banking in Pakistan
Interview with Mr. Ahsan

H. Khan, Divisional Head, Corporate

& Islamic Banking Division, United Bank Limited,
By Shahzad

Communications

Pakistan

Anwar

Q: What is the basic difference

elements of Haram, enterprises, Riba,

new system. Institutions easily

between traditional and Islamic

uncertainty leading to dispute and

transformable like ICP, NIT and HBFC

banking?

chance are to be removed from banking

were instructed to convert. From July 1,

A: Traditional banking is based on

contracts on which banking transactions

1981 all deposit taking institutions were

lending money for a pre-agreed return

are based. There may be products that

instructed to implement the PLS

in amount or as a percentage to and

may not be interchangeable with

System side by side with the traditional.

over and above the principal (interest),

alternatives allowed by Islam, they may

which is called Riba and is forbidden in

have to be abandoned until an alternate

Islam. Islamic banking is based on the

is developed or they lose popularity.

principals allowed by Islam.

Modaraba Ordinance 1980 was
promulgated to establish Islamic
investment companies. In Jan 1985 the
SBP announced phased conversion of

Q: What steps have been taken for

the interest-based system to what was

Q: How turning to Islamic Banking

implementing Islamic banking in

System would affect imports &

Pakistan so far?

exports of countries? What would be

A: All constitutions of Pakistan have

and investment in government

expected problems faced by business

incorporated, within the principles of

securities were exempted.

community after implementation on

policy, the elimination of Riba as an

Islamic community?

objective of state policy. Since 1960 the

A; Imports and exports are based on

Council of Islamic Ideology (CII) had

demand and supply across borders and

been deliberating the meaning of Riba,

the end transaction is a transfer of

identification of forms in which it

ownership and rights. The only way

existed in the contemporary economic

Islamic banking may affect

system and render its opinion. Until

international trade will be that

1977, the work of the Council was

In June 1990 after a ten-year ban

importers and exporters may find an

scarcely used for any policy change.

regarding its jurisdiction over fiscal

avenue of funding closed, but in the

However, in 1977 the government

laws. Federal Shariat Court took up

long run Islamic financing will be able

asked CII to recommend a practicable

cases against NIB system and instructed

to take up the slack.

plan for elimination of Riba. The C I I

the government to bring all laws

appointed a panel of economic, finance

protecting such transactions that were

and legal experts to study and

violative of Islamic injunctions in line

recommend ways of eliminating interest

until June 30, 1992.

and replacing it with Islamic

The government went into appeal in

Q: How ongoing traditional banking
system could be transformed in
Islamic banking? Are both systems

termed as Non-Interest Based (NIB)
system. Foreign currency transactions

Self Reliance Committee headed by
Senator Khurshid Ahmad, constituted in
1990 proposed a comprehensive
strategy for self reliance of the nation,
centred on the concept of elimination of
Riba.

alternatives. They submitted an interim

Shariat Appellate Bench of Supreme

report for immediate implementation in

Court and the judgement was stayed.

1978 and a final report in 1980.

Meanwhile in 1991 the Parliament

be transformed into Islamic banking by

The State Bank of Pakistan and The

enacted Enforcement of Shariat Act

fulfilling the needs of the stakeholders

Pakistan Banking Council formed task

1991, which became a vehicle for

with Sharia compliant alternatives. The

forces to draw up detailed measures to

further efforts in Islamisation. In

be adopted to a smooth transition to the

pursuance of Section 8 of the Act, a

directly in clash or contrast of each
other?
A: The ongoing traditional system can

6
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Commission headed by Governor State

banking to various degrees; Sudan,

banking; a committed return over the

Bank comprising of experts from

Iran, UAE, Malaysia, Bangladesh, some

principal, be it a deposit or a loan, adds

various fields was constituted, and then

Middle Eastern countries among others

a degree of stability to the system of

reconstituted in 1997 under Senator

working in traditional environments as

pricing and transacting. Islamic banks

Raja Zafarul Haq. The combined work

some sort of financial institutions.

cannot borrow money from the

of these commissions, last of which

available market to cover their

submitted to the government

Q:. What alternate system is being

commitments, as they are only available

represented a comprehensive strategy

offered in Islamic banking against

on interest. Some small transactions can

for the elimination of interest from the

current financial system or Riba?

be undertaken but the Islamic financial

economy.

system needs an Islamic Money

A: Riba has been defined as any

Market, an Islamic Insurance System,

In Dec 1999 the Supreme Court upheld

amount paid over and above the

the verdict of the Federal Shariat Court

principal in a contract of loan of money.

and detailed measures to implement the
transformation, and gave the
government until June 30, 2001 which
was extended by one year to June 30,
2002, and on review reverted to Federal
Shariat Court in 2002.

and an Islamic Capital Market where
transactions of Islamic nature can be

Alternates are developed on the lines of

undertaken and all players economic,

eliminating the variables that make a

social, executive and legislative should

transaction forbidden. For example a

be committed to make it work. After

loan contract of money can be replaced

all, banking is part of social sciences,

by loan contract of a fixed asset; this is

people can make it work.

called Ijara. Another example would be

During this period an SBP commission

to replace the subject matter of money

Q: How much progress has been

and two taskforces one on Ministry of

with an asset of intrinsic value, fix a

made by your bank in this regard?

Law and one in Finance was constituted

price and sell it; this is

for implementation of the

Murabaha/Musawama. Alternates given

transformation. The SBP commission

make transactions of

gave its final recommendations in

sale/purchase/loaning of assets other

August 2001.

than money Islamic.

A: Since 1984 when the then Islamic
PLS/NIB system was adopted, UBL has
been working within the system and its
Islamic Banking Division supervised its
working. However, legal and financial

However reversion of the case to
Federal Shariat Court, having delayed
the implementation indefinitely has
given the government time to
implement an evolutionary
transformation with no timeframe. In

Q: Is it true that Pakistani banks are
not actively participating in

constraints limited it to become a small
cell supervising Zakat returns. When in
1999 the Supreme Court gave its

transforming traditional financial

judgement for the implementation of a

system in to Riba free banking

more Islamic system, the cell was

system?

returned to Division status and a Ph. D,

2002 SBP outlined guidelines for

A: It is not entirely true that Pakistani

some MBA's and Graduate staff was

estabhshment of Islamic Banks and

banks are not actively participating in

hired to assist the bank in

then in Jan 2003 circulated guidelines

transforming traditional financial

implementation of the new system. The

for traditional banks to establish Islamic

system into Riba free banking system.

president of our bank was nominated by

Banking Subsidiaries and Islamic
Banking Branches. This policy
envisages Islamic banking institutions
working side by side with traditional
ones, for the time being.
Q: How many countries of the world
have implemented on Islamic
Banking?
A: Many other countries have Islamic

the government to be a member in the

The social, legal, economic and
financial system prevalent in Pakistan
constrains banks from doing Riba free
business. Depositors want committed

high-powered Commission at the SBP
for smooth transfer to the Islamic
system, where he and his team
participated actively.

returns and a guarantee that their
deposit will be returned. The borrowers

We have been developing products

do not want to share business

based on traditional and non-traditional

information with banks. Fiscal laws on

Islamic modes and have been

sale/purchase/rent/transfer make Islamic

developing delivery systems for these

banking more expensive that traditional

products; we re-started our Modaraba

New Horizon
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Management Company, developed

services or asset for a business

system arranges to pay depositors

Islamic window operations systems,

enterprise and receive the differential

somehow. Banks like all businesses also

and now that the Started Bank has

for its service and price of the

have losses that are reflected in the

issued clear guidelines on establishment

assets/goods purchased and sold.

lowering in their Non Performing

of Islamic Banking Branches, we are

Portfolios, which when affect

under the process of opening such

Q: What are the steps taken so far by

profitability are in the lowering of

branches.

your organisation to maintain

profit rates paid to the depositor. The

financial discipline?

losses are very real but they may be

Q: In traditional financial system
profit is earned on money capital,
what mode will be adopted for profit
earning in Islamic financial system?
A:As explained earlier for Question 6,

A: We have a system of budgeting and

delayed for a period.

monitoring in our organisation. Our

There are transactions like Ijara and

Internal Control is managed by a

Takaful (Islamic Insurance) that can be

separate Group Head reporting directly

used to provide stable return and cover

to the President. As a bank we are

to the small depositors. Musharaka

an Islamic transaction for profit

strictly to comply with the regulations

where profit and losses are shared can

requires the sale/purchase/rent or

banks. We are computerising our

bring down financing cost of

transfer of an asset other than money

branches and developing a network

production in recessions without

capital or receivables. Profit or rent

system where data and reporting will be

affecting the wages component and

from such an asset is allowed.

managed with all adequate controls in

bring super profit in terms of boom.

place including those that automated

Murabaha can be used as it is based on

and clearly strucutered.

market prices; when the purchase of the

Q: Is Profit and Loss Saving account

item is low it can be sold at lower or

could be termed as Islamic mode of
banking?
A: The PLS account on which profit is
calculated according to the
NIB/weightage system is Islamic i f the

Q: Traditional banking revolves

higher profit, at a lower profit, at a

around Riba (interest), then how it

lower sale price.

could be transformed into Islamic
system?

Q: Is there any concept of fixed
percentage in Riba free financial

depositor is informed of the weights

A: Blue prints for such a system have

and profit share at the beginning of the

been put forward time and again in

investment period. But the return is not

Pakistan, and abroad. Countries have

A: There is no concept of a fixed

Islamic until the source of the profit,

implemented Islamic banking to various

percentage on money capital in Riba

the financing is not; therefore PLS

degrees and the experience is available.

free financial system. There is however

account in the current system has been

As mentioned earlier we need the

the concept of rent on assets, profit

termed repugnant to Shariah.

support of our people at all levels and

margin on a sale asset and salary/Ujara

the development of key financial

on services.

system?

Q: In current financial system,

players, namely; money market,

borrower takes loan for working

insurance, capital market and a viable

Q: Usually banks take profit or

capital, in Islamic financial system

Islamic banking network to transact

deduct money on Letter of Credit

will be the base of lending?

Islamic business.

and Guarantees, what alternate
would be offered in Islamic banking?

A: It will be different for different
activities in day to day activities of the
business. It may be Ujara for salaries
and wages, Istisna for production costs,

Q: Is this perception true that after
abolishing current financial system,
common man would be a loser?

Murabaha for sale of inventories, Ijara

A; No it is not true. Even today private

for durable assets and even Musharaka

banks cannot guarantee principal or

or Modaraba. The base of financing

profit according to Law, but State Bank

will be payment by the bank for

in order maintain confidence in the
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A: Shariah allows taking profit on trade
services as long as it is not a guarantee
for repayment of a loan of money
capital.
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Challanges to the Takaful Industry
Dr. Mervyn K. Lewis

Introduction

are about 5 per cent nationwide, and the

defiance against takdir, God's

Since tiie 1970s, financial services

Financial Sector Master Plan target for

predestination of events. As recently as

provided under Islamic principles have

the takaful sector is for it to attain a 20

1995, Sheik Al-Azhar Al-Sheikh Jad-al

expanded rapidly in Islamic countries

per cent market share of the Malaysian

Haq A l i Jad al-Haq of Egypt cited in

and in those with a large number of

insurance industry by 2010. But

Billah (2, p34) declared all life

Muslims. As part of this expansion, a

elsewhere growth has been slower.

insurance to be prohibited under shari'a.

number of Islamic insurance (takaful)

What is the nature of the problem?

Other jurists, however, argue the
problem is not insurance per se but

companies has been established
primarily with the aim of offering

Concept of takaful

insurance coverage to Muslim families

A basic difficulty is that the concept of

and business enterprises, in both the life

takaful is not widely understood, and it

(family) and non-life (general)

is appropriate that we spend some time

segments and on an individual and

on how takaful works. While takaful is

group basis.

an important part of the Islamic

Relative to the Islamic financial sector

financial system, the concept itself and

as a whole, the takaful industry is a

the nature of the operations of takaful

conventional insurance operations and
that a system of life insurance can be
worked out, based on mutuality, which
avoids the presence of gharar, riba and
maysir that is said to bedevil
conventional life insurance and render
it unacceptable from an Islamic point of
view. This is the basis of takaful
insurance.

mature one. The first two companies
were founded in 1979, and since then
these two have been joined by 50
others, operating in 23 companies. Yet,
despite this relative longevity, the
industry as a whole has not obtained a
market presence which parallels that of
Islamic financial institutions as a whole.
According to Omar Clark Fisher (4,
p3), since 1972 over 35 Islamic banks,

T h e concept of takaful is not widely understood.
W h i l e takaful is an important part of the Islamic
financial system, the concept itself and t h e nature
of the operations of takaful companies is a topic
that has been relatively neglected c o m p a r e d with
Islamic banking.

115 Islamic financial institutions and 50
Islamic mutual funds have been formed,

companies is a topic that has been

with paid up capital in excess of $7.3

relatively neglected compared with

billion.

Islamic banking. It must be said that the
idea of insurance business with its

Yet in the case of the takaful insurance
sector, the global base of paid up capital
is not quite $300 million, while for
retakaful (Islamic reinsurance)
companies the capital base is $70-100
million. In recent years, the strongest
growth has been in Malaysia. There
insured assets under the takaful system
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Investment behaviour, like all activities
of Muslims, must conform to the Holy
Qur'an and to the code of social
behaviour as embodied in Islamic law
(the shari'a). Under shari'a, matters are
effectively classified into those which
are halal (permitted) or haram
(prohibited). In terms of finance, the
most significant prohibitions relate to
riba, gharar/maysir, and the financing of
haram production. Riba (interest) in all

TAKAFUL

its variants is forbidden. Nevertheless,

defined assets. It is based on the

The other major component in a takaful

this prohibition does not mean that

Qur'anic concept of ta'awun (mutual

transaction is the mudaraba. Under this

capital is costless, and depositors and

assistance), a practice that is strongly

concept two parties, basically the

investors must be compensated by

encouraged amongst Muslims.

participant or capital provider (rabb al-

alternative legitimate means such as

However, mutuality in the form of a

mal) and the entrepreneur or takaful

profit - sharing techniques. Gambling is

joint guarantee system for cooperative

operator (mudarib), operate on a joint

also prohibited (the Holy Qur'an uses

risk sharing is not in itself sufficient for

venture basis. The capital is invested by

the word maysir for games of chance),

takaful operations. A strict code of

the takaful operator and i f any surplus

along with gharar, which means to

'ethical investments' must apply,

emerges from this activity it is shared at

undertake a venture blindly without

overseen by Muslim jurists acting as

a fixed agreed ratio. In the case of life

sufficient knowledge or to undertake an

independent auditors and advisers. In

(family) insurance, the basic objective

excessively risky transition, tantamount

addition, of course, the takaful

is to pay for a specified loss from a

to speculation due to its inherent

operation must avoid riba, maysir and

defined fund, which is set up mutually

uncertainty.

gharar.

by policyholders, but is managed by a

It is the presence of gharar that has led

There are two basic building blocks to

to the condemnation of some or all

the takaful contract: the conepts of

To this end, premiums paid by the

types of insurance by Muslim scholars,

tabaru and mudaraba. Tabaru means

participants are divided into a tabaru

since insurance involves an unknown

donating, contributing, offering or

account (TA) and participants'

takaful company.

risk. The basic objection to
conventional, especially life, insurance
is that this type of insurance is
effectively a gamble upon the incidence
of the contingency insured against,
because the interests of both parties are
diametrically opposed, and both parties
do not know their respective rights and
liabilities until the occurrence of the
insured events. In addition, many forms
of life insurance are merely thinly

Takaful is based on solidarity, responsibility and
brotherhood a m o n g m e m b e r s w h e r e
participants agree to share defined losses to be
paid out of defined assets. It is based on the
Q u r ' a n i c concept of ta'awun (mutual assistance),
a practice that is strongly encouraged amongst
Muslims.

disguised investment methods, and the

granting. In the context of takaful, what

mudaraba investment portfolio account

majority of insurance companies

it means is a voluntary specific amount

(PA). Insurance benefits are paid from

conduct their business by investing

of donation made among participants

the tabaru fund. Profits from the

collected premiums and reinsuring with

and managed by the takaful operator.

mudaraba investments are shared

other insurers, thereby contravening the

The pooled fund is then utilised to help

between the participants and the

Islamic laws regarding riba along with

the unfortunate members. The spirit

companies in pre-agreed ratios.

gharar and maysir. The only type of

embodied in the concept of tabaru is

Participants are entitled to

insurance that would appear to be

that the participants are not thinking

reimbursements (of PA premiums and

lawful according to the shari'a is mutual

only of their own protection but they

investment earnings and share of net

(or joint-guarantee') insurance in the

should also be thinking of helping other

surplus) upon maturity, withdrawal (PA

form of takaful.

participants. Without the concept of

funds only) and, in some cases, upon

donation, the transaction would be that

disablement. Upon death of a

Takaful operations
Takaful is based on solidarity,
responsibility and brotherhood among
members where participants agree to
share defined losses to be paid out of

of buying and selling of insurance. In

participant, his heirs are entitled to

the case of tabaru the risk is shared

benefits, along with PA funds, which

equally by the participants, the takaful

are reimbursed according to the Islamic

operator is not the owner of the fund

inheritance laws.

but just its custodian.
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Comparison with conventional

are segregated. Family takaful borrows

insurance

from unit-linked policies the idea of

separation into management and

separating premiums into tabaru and

participation funds). What has held

participant accounts, but goes further

back the takaful industry and what are

than many unit-linked operators by

the challenges it confronts?

Family takaful is, in fact, a very
ingenious adaptation of the unit-linked
policies that have proven to be so
successful in the U.K. but in this case
to meet the special needs of the Islamic

(where variable Hfe allows a similar

maintaining a clear segregation between
participant and the operator.

community worldwide. Both types of

Consequently, takaful is unlike

policies deduct a proportion of the

conventional insurance in the sense that

premiums paid and credit it into a

the company is not the 'insurer' insuring

separate account, ie. a TA for the

the participants. The persons

takaful policy and a special

participating in the scheme mutually

management fund for the unit-linked

insure one another. The takaful

policy, to cover the cost of any

company simple handles the matters of

guarantees. Also, the sum assured for

investment, business and

both policies depends on the investment

administration. In principle, the takaful

performance of the remaining portion

company operates on much the same

T h e r e are also Important differences. Most
obviously, all the activities of takaful operators
must be in line with the shari'a principles and the
investments and the implementation of takaful
practices is strictly supervised religiously.

1. Insurance penetration. A major
problem facing the takaful industry is
the under-development of life insurance
generally in certain locations.
Expenditure on life insurance in Saudi
Arabia in 2000 was $ 1 per head and
$68 per head in UAE, whereas life
premiums per capita in the U.K. were
$2503, USA $1447 and Switzerland
$2914. Bhatty (1, p l l ) argues that
much the same pattern emerges for
general insurance. Possible reasons for
the low insurance density and
penetration in some of these countries
include a greater reliance on social
welfare, the extended family system,
and attitudes to risk. But the upshot is
that expansion of the takaful industry is
tantamount to one of raising the
awareness of the value of insurance

of the premiums, subject to a minimum

basis as mutual insurance companies in

guaranteed sum assured on death.

that the insured themselves are the

There are also important differences.
Most obviously, all the activities of
takaful operators must be in line with
the shari'a principles and the
investments and the implementation of

insurers. However, under takaful
contributions (premiums) are not
invested in interest-earning schemes
and un-Islamic businesses, but instead
are shari'a compatible.

2. Shari'a acceptability. A related factor
is the poor reputation of insurance
amongst many Muslims. For
generations, Muslims around the world
have grown up with the suspicion that
insurance (life insurance especially)

takaful practices is strictly supervised
rehgiously. Under unit-linked policies,

generally.

Challenges to the system

contravenes basic Islamic tenets and is
against tawakkul (relying and

only the remaining portion, which is put

Given this intellectual heritage, the

depending totally on the will of Allah).

into a unit fund, is invested in a

puzzle as to the relative lack of market

As jurists such as Sheik Nizam Yaquby

portfolio of assets, whereas under

penetration of the Islamic insurance

(6, p5) have pointed out, they forget the

takaful, both accounts, PA and TA, are

products is merely accentuated, for

famous hadith of the Prophet

invested in an Islamically-acceptable

unit-hnked policies have proven to be

Muhammad (tie your camel, then

way and in Islamically-acceptable

successful in the U.K. and in other

depend on Allah). Takijng precautions in

investment modes (screened equities,

countries such as Australia. After all,

future planning for one's life is a

real estate, leasing and murabahas,

once one appreciates the basic building

financial transaction for protecting

participation accounts).

blocks, it is not as i f takaful is entirely

widows, orphans and other dependents,

new, or different even to those

rather than leaving them needy and

accustomed to U.S. insurance products

having to ask others for help.

Another difference is in the way funds
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3. Supporting structures. A number of

takaful industry worldwide.

of the concept of takaful in the Islamic

conditions need to be put in place to

6. Flexibility. Under the mudaraba

community.

facilitate the development of takaful

principle takaful companies operate on

business. These include a cohesive

the basis of 'non-interference' in terms

regulatory and legal framework, which

of portfolio selection. This feature

emphasises transparency and consumer

differs from the conventional unit-

protection, uniform accounting

linked policies, under which provision

1. Takaful Industry: Global Profile and

standards, and a higher degree of

for switching between funds is a

Trends, 2001, New Horizon, 108, 2001

consensus on the interpretation of

feature. As the takaful market develops,

shari'a principles in the context of

such switching is a feature which may

2.

takaful operations.

well be adopted without departing from

and Insurance Compared,

the mudaraba principle, since each

GECD
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and operator, but the operator must be

at the same time, it would add to
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rewarded either on a profit-sharing

product variety, which is regarded by
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(mudaraba) basis or on a fee-for-

Rush bin Wahib (5, pi 1) as a problem

services (wakala) basis. Although at
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5. Reinsurance. Reinsurance on Islamic
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8. Mutuality. Islamic insurance is
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problem has been one of the lack of

based on the principle of mutuality, in

He is the co-author of 'Islamic Banking'

retakaful companies in the market. This

that members are both the insured and

(Edward Elgar, 2001) and the author of

has left the takaful companies with a

the insurers themselves. All the losses

articles on Islamic banking,

dilemma of having to reinsure on

are shared by the members themselves

finance cmd governance.

conventional basis, contrary to the

and thus no transfer of risks is involved.

customer's preference of seeking cover

Unfortunately, as Mahmoud El-Gamal

on Islamic principles. The shari'a

(3, p26) observes, most of the takaful

scholars have allowed dispensation to

companies established in Muslim

accounting,

This article draws on parts of the paper
'Wealth creation through takafid
(Islamic insurance)' given by Professor
Lewis at the International Seminar on

takaful operators to reinsure on a

countries are in fact similar in

conventional basis when no retakaful

ownership structure to stock or

alternative is available. But the real

proprietary insurance companies. This

problem is the lack of capacity in the

perception may limit the acceptability
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Islam & Business Ethics
IIBI Latest Publication By Dr. S. M.
Foreword By Professor Rodney

Hasanuzzaman

Wilson

Many question why the global economy

individual moral conscience. In the

volume edited by Khaliq Ahmad and

appears so unjust, with huge income

absence of a higher moral authority and

AbdulHasan M . Sadeq on Ethics in

and wealth disparities and exploitation

religious guidance, personal conscience

Business and Management: Islamic and

all too apparent. Rewards in business

cannot determine social standards but

Mainstream Approaches. (ASEAN

are too often unrelated to effort but

merely results in individuals

Academic Press, London, 2001) As the

rather the result of sharp practices, with

determining their own rules, moral

titles imply the remit of Khaliq Ahmad

the executives and directors of

uncertainty and even chaos.

and AbdulHasan M . Sadeq was wider

companies such as Enron enjoying large
remuneration packages while
misleading their more junior
employees, their shareholders and the
public at large. Auditing firms such as
Arthur Andersen fail to do their job
properly, and then try to cover up for
their own misdeeds.

than that of Syed Hasanuzzaman, but

Muslims have a huge advantage in

although the former work includes

being able to turn to their religious
teaching for guidance in their business
dealings. Behef in God provides not

some interesting contributions on ethics
in business and management, the
thematic approach of Hasanuzzaman

merely the motivation, but the
imperative for adhering to shariah law,
which is to be applied in all spheres of
life. For Muslims moral conduct in their

and the coherence and consistency of a
single authored study are a distinct
advantage.

At the heart of capitalism there appears

daily lives is part of their devotion.

Dr Hasanuzzaman stresses how Islamic

to be an immoral core, where CEOs get

Revealed teaching provides moral

ethical values are not a substitute for

ever-larger pay rises and bonuses while

certainty, and a set of standards to

universal values and virtues, but rather

the asset values of their companies

which the entire community of

build on these by stressing compassion,

slump. Pension rules are unilaterally

believers can adhere.

tolerance, leniency, benevolence and

changed without consulting those who
will lose out, and insurance companies
that are supposed to offer protection try
to escape from their obligations through
legal loopholes embedded in the small
print of their contracts.

Dr Syed Hasanuzzaman's work not only
contributes to the literature on Islamic
business ethics, but should also interest
western readers concerned with
business ethics more widely and across
cultural issues. The lucid account is

hospitality. These are matters of
principle and faith, but Dr
Hasanuzzaman readily admits that
many Muslim societies have abandoned
both religious and universal values for
the sake of material wealth.

Although there has been a growing

written in the language of contemporary

Paradoxically despite the decline in the

interest in business ethics with courses

business ethics, and therefore can

influence of religion in the West, there

offered as an integral part of most M B A

usefully be included on the reading lists

has been a reaction by many to

degrees, the ethics taught are essentially

for business ethics courses worldwide,

corporate excesses and the malpractices

socially derived, relative and secularist

as well as for more specialist Islamic

associated with capitalism. This has

rather than being based on religious

studies courses. The study is timely in

resulted in a proactive approach in the

moral authority. It is often difficult

view of the current moral crisis which

West to ensure more widespread

enough to ensure that national laws are

commerce faces, with a widespread loss

awareness of ethical issues in business.

enforced in business, but business

of confidence in business integrity and

ethics, which promotes codes of good

the honesty of corporate reporting.

conduct over and above the legal
minimum, lacks any enforcement
mechanism, and instead relies on

Dr Hasanuzzaman's aim is to remind
Muslims in business of the values they

The literature on Islamic business ethics

must observe, and how religion must

has been all too meagre to date, the

inform all decision-making. In some

only other recent study being the

respects there is scope for the ethical
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business movement in the West and

fraud, hence the institution of the hisba,

The book should appeal not only to

Islamic scholars to learn from each

which provides ethical guidelines for

Muslim readers, but also to those

other and move forward together.

monitoring and managing business

involved in teaching business ethics

transactions. This relates to the

courses in universities and other

discussion of the concept of the just

educational institutions in the West.

price and the Islamic law on contracts

There is a need for a less Euro-centric

and the shariah position on options.

approach to business ethics, and

Marketing issues are considered in

although some instructors in the West

considerable depth, as it is in this area

refer to Christian as well as natural law

that some of the greatest abuses occur

traditions, insufficient attention is paid

with misleading and inappropriate

to Islamic teaching, even when there

advertising and publicity material and

are multi faith groups of students.

Clearly ethics, as Syed Hasanuzzaman
notes, should not be merely at the
margins of business, imposing
constraints, but rather at the heart of
management decision-making,
providing the motivation. He emphases
that Islamic ethics is not simply about
justice in the legal sense, but ihsan,
benevolence, that transcends justice.

pressurised selling that neglects the

Moral business is successful business,

interests of the client. The issue of

as although immorality can result in

insider trading is also considered, a

short term gains by taking advantage of

practice that is illegal in most

others, in the longer term such business

jurisdictions, but which too often goes

is unsustainable. Trust matters in

undetected to the detriment of

business, and where there are shared

shareholder and other stakeholder

religious values, this creates great

interests.

history have observed from the time of
Ibn Khaldun. Even today, despite the
failures of government economic
management in Muslim countries such
as Turkey, MUSIAD, an independent
association of Turkish industrialists and
businessmen who are devout in their
religious observance, has sustained

from Islamic teaching, with its
emphasis on khilafah or responsibility
to God for the management of
resources. Those concerned with
corporate governance should be aware

Environmental concerns rightly

consultation on policy formulation

preoccupy all concerned with ethical

rather than simply the introduction of

issues and Islamic teaching, with its

new initiatives by management dictate.

stress on the middle way and balance,
has much to contribute on these
matters. Dr Hasanuzzaman is the first
Muslim author to address
environmental questions in a business
ethics book, and his discussion does
much to point the way forward and

business success.

students of business ethics can learn

of the concept of shura that implies

opportunities for industry and
commerce as analysts of Muslim

There is much that non-Muslim

suggest an agenda for further research.
The desire for wealth is seen as natural,

Some of the issues are complex and

but there is a need for balance, and

highly sensitive, but under the principle

wealth should not be worshiped. Man

of ijtihad or independent reasoning it is

may work hard, strive to make his

possible to apply Islamic teaching to

business profitable and seek value for

many new, but potentially dangerous

money in expenditure; but for the

environmental situations and suggest

devout Muslim justice, honesty and

remedies.

The Institute of Islamic Banking and
Insurance and its Chairman, Muazzam
Ali, is to be congratulated in taking the
initiative that has resulted in this
worthwhile study, and Syed M .
Hasanuzzaman deserves thanks for his
pioneering work.
Rodney Wilson,
Professor of Economics,
University of Durham,
Institute for Middle Eastern and Islamic
Studies.

compassion should temper these efforts.
In the final chapter of the study Syed
Dr Hasanuzzaman believes that man

Hasanuzzaman provides a critique of

must train his inner self to abandon

the western ethical business movement

selfishness in favour of social interests.

from an Islamic perspective that

Markets are seen as a legitimate

demonstrates both where co-operation

institution for economic transactions,

is possible but also where there are

but regulation is needed to prevent

differences.
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Bahrain
IIFM Endorses $300 million
Sukuk

(STSL), a special purpose company

Mr. Waleed Rashdan, Executive

incorporated in Jersey Channel Islands

Director, Banking Operations, at the

will issue the trust certificates whereas

BMA.

the Islamic Corporation for the
Development of Private Sector (ICD)

B M A has been at the forefront of

The International Islamic Financial

will play an intermediary role by

developing Islamic financial

Market (IIFM) has endorsed Solidarity

purchasing the asset from IDB and

instruments and products and is the first

Trust Services Limited $300 million

selling it to The Solidarity Trust

central bank to issue Islamic bonds, he

Islamic sukuk issue guaranteed by The

Services Limited (STSL) at the

Islamic Development Bank (IDB).

consolidated net asset value.

The endorsement comes in line with the

The certificate holders will be entitled

IIFM's aim to develop the Islamic

to receive periodic profit distribution.

pointed out. Under the Islamic
repurchase agreement (Repo), financial

capital market and to ensure the

achieve global appeal and acceptance,
the Bahrain Monetary Agency (BMA)
said.
The issue is unique in almost all its

repurchase of the sukuk.

B M A P i o n e e r s Two N e w
Liquidity M a n a g e m e n t

'This will provide banks greater

Contracts

flexibility in meeting unforeseen

The Bahrain Monetary Agency (BMA)
has developed two new Islamic

guarantor, the arranger and more

financial contracts in yet another

importantly the innovative structure of

pioneering move to advance the global

the deal, which is a combination of

Islamic banking industry. The contracts

Istisna contracts with a minimum of 51
per cent on the Ijara assets, it said.

Repo initially for a tenor of at least one

and it will definitely have a great
impact in the development of sukuk or
Islamic bond market in future, said
Abdulrais Abdulmajid, chief executive
officer of the IIFM, which is
headquartered in Bahrain.
"Our main mandate is to encourage and

month, although shorter maturities may
become feasible in the future.
'We are seeking industry comments on

are aimed at enhancing the diversity

this proposed product, which we plan to

and sophistication of liquidity

begin offering before the end of this

management products available to
The transaction is the Tirst-of-its-kind'

liquidity requirements,' said Mr.
Rashdan. B M A will offer the Islamic

aspects ranging from the issuer, the

securitization of Ijara, Murarabah and

able to engage in contracts involving
the simultaneous sale and future

harmonization and standardization of
Islamic financial products so as to

institutions holding Ijara sukuk will be

year,' said Mr. Rashdan.

Islamic financial institutions, which
manage assets estimated at over

The commodity investment agreement

US$230 biUion.

is aimed at facilitating inter-bank

A Shari'a-comphant sell and buy back

commodity-linked investment dealings.

product, developed in consultation with
the Liquidity Management Centre

B a h r a i n Islamic B a n k to S e t

(LMC), will allow repurchase
transactions of Islamic leasing bonds

U p Mobile Banking

(Ijara sukuk) issued by the BMA, while

The Bahrain Islamic Bank is set to

a commodity investment agreement has

launch its hello Islamic mobile banking

is the first international Islamic Sukuk

been standardized to facilitate inter-

service by the end of the year, reported

issue by a non-sovereign entity.

bank dealings.

The Bahrain Tribune. This will include

The issue is a benchmark for future

'The two contracts, we hope, will add a

issues by other financial institutions and

new dimension to the innovative

facilitate the development of Islamic
financial instruments and the deepening
and widening of Islamic capital
markets," Abdulrais Abdulmajid said. It

OIC member countries.
The Solidarity Trust Services Limited

thousands of calls a day. The new

financial solutions being sought by the
global Islamic finance industry,' said

New

Horizon

a state-of-the-art call centre to handle

initiative is expected to be very popular
with customers, said officials.
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Kazakstan

emerging Islamic insurance sector. The

outfit, the Asean Retafakul International

I D B Approves 278 million

growth of takaful is very much

(L) Ltd in Labuan.

dependent on the rise of Islamic

Dollars for Financing N e w
Projects

banking, which is now gaining
popularity internationally," said Takaful
Malaysia chief executive officer Datuk

The Islamic Development Bank (IDB)
has approved 278 million dollars for the
financing of new projects.
The new projects endorsed by the IDB
Executive Directors council meeting
include a number of development
ventures and trade financing operations
in non-member states.
Among such projects is the building of
the Academic Complex for Law and
Humanities at the University of
Kazakhstan at a total cost of 13.6
million dollars. An eight-million-dollar
water supply project in Bangladesh was

Mohd Fadzli Yusof.
Takaful Malaysia is the first company
in 1984 to offer Islamic insurance in
Malaysia, which was set up to
complement the operations of Bank
Islam Malaysia Bhd, the first Islamic

Fadzli said South Africa, Pakistan,
Mauritius and Malawi had also
expressed interest in setting up takaful
operations in their countries but nothing
had firmed up at this juncture.
"The potential is huge as some
developing Muslim markets, for
instance, do not even have 1 % of their
insurance market made up of takaful,"
he said.

bank in the country which started in
As for local operations, the company

1983.

has continued to gain strength despite
"Our infrastructure system is now fully
tried and tested, and we have a lot of
invitation to use the template in other
markets either through a joint venture,

the increasing competition arising from
three other takaful operators, Takaful
Nasional Sdn Bhd, Mayban Takaful
Bhd, and Takaful Ikhlas Sdn Bhd.

equity participation, or just on a
consultancy basis," he said.

also approved.

"Our market is still growing and in
terms of new policies, we managed to

The company has interests in Indonesia
Some 128 million dollars in
development projects were approved
for Mali, Burkina Paso, Syria, Djibouti,
Mauritania and Sudan. Trade financing
operations were valued at 277.8 million
dollars and included, among other

through PT Syarikat Takaful Indonesia,
PT Asuransi Takaful Umum and PT
Asuransi Takaful Keluarga; in Sri

attract 142,000 new participants as at
June 2002, about 12% from the 1.3
million new policies by the 16 life
insurance companies," he said.

Lanka through Amana Takaful Ltd; and
in Jeddah through Arabian Malaysian

"Takaful business largely tracks the

Takaful Co.

economy, it will grow in tandem with

countries, Turkey, Saudi Arabia,

the size of the economy. So at present

Senegal, Iran, Algeria, Bangladesh and

"In Brunei, we provided the technical

Senegal. The bank approved 1.029

support for the incorporation of the

million dollars in grants and special aid

takaful companies there, Takaful IBB

for Australia, Russia, India, England,

Sdn Bhd and Insuran Islam TAIB Sdn

Somalia and other countries.

Bhd.

in Malaysia the potential is huge.
Overall, life insurance has a penetration
rate of 34.7%, leaving more than 65%
to be tapped," he said.
Fadzli, however, said the playing field

"A third company, Takaful IDBB Sdn
Bhd, was established two years ago.

Malaysia

The three have been very successful,

Takaful Malaysia Offers
Expertise on Islamic
Insurance

operating period, was more than
adequate.

insurance market in just 10 years," he
"Let them consolidate their operations

said.
"Our opportunity does not just he in the

for business, Syarikat Takaful Malaysia
Bhd is now ready to tap the world
market, offering its expertise to the

New Horizon

ones with less than two years of

first and see how they perform in terms

Nearly 20 years after opening its doors
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capturing almost 30% of the country's

with four operators, two being new
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management, product or IT expertise,
but also the chance to provide retakaful
to those overseas takaful operators."
Takaful Malaysia owns a retakaful
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of market penetration. I don't think we
should be issuing new licences
anymore," he said, adding that when
Takaful Nasional was introduced 10
years ago, the market was not quite
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ready for an alternative and had created

conducted a business of over Rs 1.4

compliant Riba-free financing facilities

confusion.

billion, said Mian Muhammad Mansha,

for its customers on Murabahah and

Chairman, MCB at the inaugural

Ijarah basis particularly to cater to the

ceremony.

needs of commercial and industrial

Takaful Malaysia's business is based on
the mudharrabah principle, slightly

units.

different from the al-wakallah model, or

The first branch has been set up at

hybrid model practised by the other

Shaheen Complex in Karachi where all

The bank is committed to enlarge the

three operators.

banking facilities would be available.

nation-wide network of Islamic banking

He said that bank has started

operations by opening more branches at

Murabahah financing for its customers

various locations in future, as also to

Usman Enterprises, and importers of

facilitate customers in other parts of the

LG products, namely. New Allied

country. Mian Mansha said that other

Electronic Industries.

products like Murabahah for

The distinct feature of the mudharrabah
principle is that the takaful operator is
not allowed to charge upfront the
company's expenses from the premium
fund, only from the shareholders' funds.
"There is no leakage of the premium
fund and for that reason our company
has been able to pay profit to
participants of not less than 25%," he
said. "Contributors are also happy with
this arrangement, knowing that their
contributions do not go towards paying
agents' commissions. This principle
goes with the Islamic values of adil and
ehsan when doing business."

car/machinery financing and cotton

The branch has been equipped with

financing for textile were ready for

modern electronic banking and

launching.

accounting system to extend the best
possible services to its clients.
A number of Shariah compliant Islamic
banking products in deposit and

Qatar

investment are being offered to clients

Q a t a r , U S D S O O m Islamic

besides all normal banking services.

Bond

ATM facility has also been made
available, the chairman said.
MCB has gone a long way in preparing

Takaful Malaysia and its major

Islamic banking products and forming a

shareholder Bank Islam are both

team of dedicated executives and staff

Syariah-compliant counters listed on

who have been undergone an

the KLSE. On the home front, Takaful

exhaustive training in Islamic system of

Malaysia has continued to see growth

banking and finance, in Pakistan and

in contributions, reflecting the

abroad, before opening the branch.

popularity and acceptance of its
products.

Qatar is planning to launch its first
Islamic bond with the sale of USD500600m in paper by the end of the month
or early October 2003. Qatari officials
will visit Malaysia and Singapore as
part of the road show for the offering.
The Qatar Global Sukuk will be a joint
venture between the Qatar Government

MCB Islamic Banking has launched the

and HSBC Middle East.

following Riba-free products in deposit
schemes: Al-Makhraj Savings

Pakistan
Muslim C o m m e r c i a l
Launches Islamic Banking

Accounts, Al-Makhraj lanat (current)
accounts and Al-Makhraj term deposits.
All product manuals and transactions of
the branch are being supervised by the
Shariah Adviser of the bank.

Thailand
Islamic B a n k of T h a i l a n d
Doubles its C a p i t a l
The Islamic Bank of Thailand plans to

Pakistan: Muslim Commercial Bank

The minimum deposit on Munafa

Limited has launched its first Islamic

account is Rs 1000, while profits could

banking product Al-Makhraj (exit from

be earned on monthly basis in case of

Riba), commencing a new branch

munafa account, and six monthly in

dedicated to Islamic banking.

case of savings account, the president

The bank has taken a lead, as the

said.

Islamic Bank, on its first session, has

MCB has also developed Shariah

double its registered capital to two
billion baht and list on the Stock
Exchange of Thailand next year to help
raise funds for expansion.
The bank also wants to amend current
laws to allow potentially greater

New

Horizon

shareholdings by foreign investors.
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currently set at no more than one-third
of total capital.
Islamic Bank of Thailand Chairman
Aree Wong-araya said a public offering
was expected to attract strong interest
among domestic investors, particularly
Muslims.

United A a r a b E m i r a t e s

Apart from the UAE Central Bank,

U A E - B a s e d Banks Take Bulk

Malaysia, Pakistan, Bahrain, Qatar and

of S u k u k Issue

year with a registered capital of one
billion baht and paid-up
capital of 700 million.
Individual investors currently total just
16 people, with the Finance Ministry
and state enterprises holding the largest
share at 35 percent.

in the recently concluded $400m Sukuk
Development Bank (IDB).
The issue, which was lead-managed by

bond issue by a non-sovereign issuer
and only the second such international
Islamic issue. Citigroup also acted as
with Abu Dhabi Islamic Bank (ADIB)

recently presided over the formal

and Kuwait Finance House (KFH)

opening of the bank at a ceremony at

acting as co-lead managers. HSBC and

the Bangkok International Trade and

Nomura were the co-managers for the

Exhibition Centre.

issue.

Mr Thaksin deposited 10,000 baht in a

UAE financial institutions took over

new account with the bank, while

one-third of the Sukuk issue, which

Public Health Minister Sudarat

translated into approximately $150

Keyuraphan made a one-million-baht

million. It is projected that in order to

deposit.

maintain an annual growth rate of seven

the Islamic Bank had been quite high,
including investors in Brunei, Malaysia
and the United Arab Emirates, as

per cent in its operations, the IDB will
have to raise no less than $4 billion
over the next 10-years. In other words,
the IDB will be going back to the
market very soon.

Thailand's economic prospects improve.

IDB has been cooperating with a

He said that given the strong investor

number of central banks in member

interest, the bank was considering

countries to develop an international

asking the Finance Ministry to amend

Islamic financial market for the trading

current foreign investment limits.

of Islamic financial instruments, which

The Islamic Bank of Brunei Berhad is
presently the largest foreign investor in
the Islamic Bank, with a 15 percent

is a key requirement for the success and
continuity of the Islamic banking
industry.

stake taken for 104.5 million baht. The

The money recently mobilized from the

Brunei Investment Agency also holds a

Sukuk issue will go to a number of

15 percent stake in the Islamic Bank

member countries to finance

through a fund established with the

developmental projects in a variety of

Government Pension Fund, Thailand's

sectors, including energy, industry,

largest institutional investor.

communications and transportation.
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targeted for $300 million. However, due
to strong demand from institutional
investors, the size was increased to
$400 million.

international Islamic capital markets

Prime Minister Thaksin Shinawatra

countries around the world to invest in

The IDB Sukuk issue was originally

Citigroup, is considered the first

ratings advisor and the sole bookrunner,

Mr Aree said interest among Muslim

Bangladesh took part in the Sukuk
issue.

UAE-based banks took the lion's share
issue launched by the Islamic

The bank was established earlier this

central banks of Saudi Arabia,
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I D B Takes U p 23pc of Saudi
Petrochem Firm
Bahrain-based IDB Infrastructure Fund
is acquiring a 23 per cent stake in Saudi
International Petrochemical Co.
(Sipchem) for $48 million. This follows
Sipchem's decision to raise its capital to
$173 million.
The new funds are to assist Sipchem
implement a series of export oriented
petrochemical projects under
development at A l Jubail.
The first two - a 970,000 ton per annum
methanol plant and a 75,000
butanediol/tetrahydrofuran plant - are
under construction. A recently
established joint stock company,
Sipchem will initially participate in the
formation of two limited liability
companies in joint venture with foreign
partners to produce and market maleic
anhydride, butanediol and methanol in
Jubail Industrial City.
The Islamic Development Bank is the
principal sponsor of the IDB
Infrastructure Fund. Other investors are
the Saudi Pension Fund, Kingdom of
Bahrain and Dar A l Maal A l Islami
Turst, among others.

Name
Business Group
in
BANGLADESH
who are in

textiles
chemicals
ceramics
real estate
jute
trading
marine food
media

Corporate Office
17 Dhanmondi, Road No 2, Dhaka 1205, Bangladesh
Phones: (880)-2-861891,868220 Fax: (880)-2-86347C, 867647
Internet: http://www.beximco.net email: beximchqis'bol-online.com

When you have a vision in the world of Islamic
investnient, others cannot keepupwithyqu.

Our objective is to search out the best international
investment oportunities for our customers and then
select just those that can be verified as compatible
Al-Tawfeek Company
For Investment Funds Limited

with Shariah Law.
We then take the most advanced banking systems
and technologies in the world and adapt them for use

Daliah Tower, Palestine St., P.O. Box 6854, Jeddah 21452, Saudi Arabia
Tel.: (966-2) 6710000 Fax: (966-2) 6719020
www.altawfeek.com

with Islamic Investment instruments. The result is a
level of service that we believe matches anything in
the industry has to offer

